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Waterloo United has a strong ‘Eye4talent’!
Waterloo United has entered into an agreement with the Danish-based company Eye4talent
Technologies, the Club’s strategic supplier of IT platform for talent development.
Matthew Shepherd, Waterloo United’s Technical Director stated that “The Club was looking for a
solution that would assist in uniting all aspects of development and scouting through one platform.
Harnessing the expertise of Eye4talent is very exciting as their services revolve around working with
professional Clubs in developing talent”.
With a breadth of customizable applications tailored to meet the needs of players, coaches and scouts,
Waterloo United believes that this will enable a detailed unearthing to further develop local talent. The
Club strives to further focus on players’ and coaches’ participation while providing an opportunity to
better educate parents about their child’s progress.
“Waterloo United is proud to be working with an organization like Eye4talent and its CEO, Jesper Milton
Thyme. They will provide the Club with a platform that is affordable, advanced and aligns with the Clubs
mission of achieving excellence”, concluded Shepherd.
Jesper Milton Thyme goes on to say that “As an organization, Eye4talent looks forward to working
alongside Waterloo United. Assisting the Club to fulfill its mission of achieving excellence, We are eager
to provide support to the Club as they seek optimization through the development of player talent.”

Eye4talent Technologies’ passion is talent development. Founded in Denmark, they are a team of highly
entrepreneurial people who have combined a diverse background to revolutionize talent development
in the world of football. The result is one platform allowing collaboration while allowing clubs to use
their own valuable data to produce more and better home-grown talents for the first team.
Contact Us:
Telephone: 453-136-2579
Website: https://eye4talent.com/
Waterloo United (Waterloo Minor Soccer Club) provides an enhanced learning environment for all ages
and skill abilities by offering various programming and development opportunities that positively impact
the ‘Beautiful Game’.
Contact Us:
Telephone: 519-578-9680
Website: www.waterloounited.com
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